
DEA Shop Concept 
Drinks Electric Appliance 

Professional self-serve dispenser developed for commercial use. 

Optimal solution for dispensing Milk, Yogurt, Coffee, Beer, Wine & Water. 

Guaranteed Freshness & top Hygiene product. 

Fast & Practical replaceable components, allowing an Easy Sanitization without direct 
intervention of specialised operators. 

CONCEPT

DEA Shop Concept is a product designed for 
the Horeca Industry. 

Basing on the key values of FELOM Group’s 
products (High-Quality product, Top Hygiene 
and Easy-Replaceable components), we’ve 
developed a Vending Machine that allows 
insiders and sector professionals to provide a 
self-serve distribution service for beverages 
such as Milk, Yogurt, Coffee, Beer, Wine and 
Water, preserving the organoleptic 
characteristics, the quality, the freshness and 
ensuring the best hygienic conditions.              
All these plus keeping under control the easy-
access Usage Data and being able to carry out 
the general maintenance easily.  

The opportunity of operating the DEA as a 
Self-Serve Dispenser make this product 
potentially suitable for different situations on 
the market such as Restaurants, Hotels, 
Cafes, Pubs, Gyms, Vending Points, Cruise 
Ships, etc… 

An ideal example can be the use of our 
Machine as an Automatic-Dispenser of Yogurt 
for Breakfast-Service in Hotels instead of the 
classic bowl-container with spoon by now 
outdated and especially anti-hygienic.

Guaranteed Freshness & Top Hygiene 
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FEATURES

DEA Shop Concept features 

CUSTOMIZATION/ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

-Digital temperature Setting 

-Digital thermostat display 

-5 Taps 

-Manual or Automatic dispenser 

-For kegs up to 50 Lt. 

-1 adjustable shelf 

-St. Steel covered door 

-Safety lock for dispense compartment 

-Visible Storage Compartment with glass door 

-Operating temperature 2-8°C. 

-Volume 200/240 L 

-Ext. dimensions (HxWxD) 207,5 x 46,0 x 66,5 cm 

-Weight 90,0 Kg 

-Tension / Tense 230V / 50Hz /85W 

-Power Consumption 378 Wh 

-Version with usage data: system that informs you daily/
weekly about how many pickings have been made and advising 
about products availability (via App).  

-You can choose between manual and automatic dispenser. 

-Possible solution with pre-paid card or credit card system. 

RECOMMENDED SETUP

-Regular capacity for 3 kegs of 10 Lt. (plus 2 additional kegs of 
10 Lt.) connected with the dispensing-taps. 

-2 ways pressure Reducer. 

-5Lt. Nitrogen Tank or C02 Tank (according to your needs)FELOM GROUP srl
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